
@dataclass

class Launcher(Template):

"""Refers to a vehicle designed primarily to transport payloads from 

the Earth's surface to space. Launchers can carry various payloads, 

including satellites, crewed spacecraft, and cargo. They are usually 

multi-stage vehicles that use rocket engines for propulsion."""

mention: str # The name of the launcher vehicle. Such as: "Sturn V", 

"Atlas V", "Soyuz", "Ariane 5"

space_company: Optional[Organization] = None # The company that 

operates the launcher. Such as: "Blue origin", "ESA", "Boeing"

crew: Optional[List[Person]] = None # Names of the crew members 

boarding the Launcher. Such as: "Neil Armstrong", "Michael Collins", 

"Buzz Aldrin"

class Mission(Template):

"""Any planned or accomplished journey beyond Earth's atmosphere with 

specific objectives, either crewed or uncrewed. It includes missions 

to satellites, the International Space Station (ISS), other celestial 

bodies, and deep space."""

mention: str # The name of the mission. Such as: "Apollo 11", 

"Artemis", "Mercury"

date: Optional[str] = None # The start date of the mission

destination: Optional[Location] = None # The place or planet to which 

the launcher will be sent. Such as "Moon", "low-orbit", "Saturn"

# This is the text to analyze

text = "The Ares 3 mission to Mars is scheduled for 2032. The Starship 

rocket build by SpaceX will take off from Boca Chica, carrying the 

astronauts Max Rutherford and Elena Soto"

------------------------- (↑Input, ↓Output) ---------------------------

result = [

Launcher(”Starship",

space_company=Organization("SpaceX"),

crew=[Person("Max Rutherford"), Person("Elena Soto")],

),

Mission(”Ares 3",

date=”2032",

destination=Location("Mars"),

),

]
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WHY GUIDELINES?
LLMs are being used to extract information using the label 
itself (e.g. Person). But many extraction tasks are nuanced, 
and guidelines define what the user is interested in. For 
instance, extract persons in this sentence, where persons are 
defined as in CoNLL03 "First, middle and last names of 
people or animals".

The name of [TED]PER ‘s dog is [Luna]PER.

A LLM which cannot process properly the guidelines would fail 
to extract Luna, contrary to the guidelines. 

# The following lines describe the task definition

@dataclass

class PersonTemplate(Template):

   """Person templates encodes the information about the given query 

   Person entity."""

   query: str  # The Person entity query

   alternate_names: Optional[List[Name]] = None

   """Names used to refer to the query person that are distinct from the 

   'official' name. Including: aliases, stage names, abbreviations ..."""

   date_of_birth: Optional[Value] = None

   """The date on which the query person was born."""

   age: Optional[Value] = None

   """A reported age of the query person."""

   city_of_birth: Optional[Name] = None

   """The geopolitical entity at the municipality level (city, town, or 

   village) in which the query person was born"""

   date_of_death: Optional[Value] = None

   """The date of the query person's death."""

                      

                  (Collapsed 36 more slots)

PROPOSED APPROACH

● Code format — Python— to represent the annotation 
schema as classes. Already familiar for both LLMs and 
humans!

● Introduce detailed annotation guidelines into the schema 
representation.

● Train the model to follow the guidelines by several 
proposed regularization techniques.

HOW DOES GOLLIE PERFORM?
●  GoLLIE outperforms GPT-3.5 on zero-shot domain-specific 

benchmarks - both using guidelines.
● GoLLIE improves over SOTA models that do not use any 

guidelines.

INPUT-OUTPUT REPRESENTATION
# The following lines describe the task definition

@dataclass

class Person(Template):

   """Person templates encodes the information about the given query 

   Person entity."""

   query: str  # The Person entity query

   alternate_names: Optional[List[Name]] = None

   """Names used to refer to the query person that are distinct from the 

   'official' name. Including: aliases, stage names, abbreviations 

..."""

   date_of_birth: Optional[Value] = None

   """The date on which the query person was born."""

   age: Optional[Value] = None

   """A reported age of the query person."""

   city_of_birth: Optional[Name] = None

   """The geopolitical entity at the municipality level (city, town, or 

   village) in which the query person was born"""

   date_of_death: Optional[Value] = None

   """The date of the query person's death."""

                      

                  (Collapsed 36 more slots)

# This is the text to analyze

text = "Mongolian Prime Minister M. Enkhbold met with Liu Hongcai , vice 

minister of the International Department of the Chinese Communist Party 

Central Committee on Monday here ."

------------------------- (↑Input, ↓Output) ---------------------------

result = [

   Person(

       query="M. Enkhbold",

       countries_of_residence=[Name("Mongolian")],

       title=[String("Prime Minister")],

   ),

   Person(

       query="Liu Hongcai",

       title=[String("Vice minister of the International …")],

   ),

]

EVALUATION SETUP
Class name masking

Launcher -> Label_1

SEEN VS UNSEEN LABELS
Class order shuffling

Shuffle classes for each example

Class dropout
Remove random classes 

(input and output)

ERROR ANALISIS

● Green: improve the results.
● Blue: makes no difference.
● Red: Adding guidelines does not solve the underlying 

problem.

We compare GoLLIE 
against not using 
guidelines. 

Major improvements 
when evaluating on 
unseen labels.

Guideline paraphrasing
Generate paraphrases using LLMs

Candidate Sampling
“Venus”, “High-orbit”, “Uranus”

https://github.com/hitz-zentroa/GoLLIE

WHY GUIDELINES?
Information-extraction tasks might seem straightforward at 
the first glance, but they are quite hard in practice. To grasp 
the general concept of some entity type such as PERSON is not 
a big deal, right? Is the next annotated sentence correct?

[Peter]PER is attending ICLR 2024 with [his friends]PER.

According to ACE05 dataset it is, however it would not be a 
correct sentence in CoNLL 2003. Although both have a label 
for PERSON entities some specific cases are not equally 
addressed.

Then, what can we expect if we just ask a LLM to annotate 
“entities of type person”?

https://hf.co/HiTZ/GoLLIE-{7, 13, 34}B


